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THE NEW  “PROFESSIONAL LINE”

SPHERE: BALL MILL

The ball mill “Sphere” is the ideal product for the 

production of: spreads, soft chocolate, chocolate 

cream, pure hazelnut pastes and pistachio and 

hazelnut pastes.

You will be able to create spreads with a minimum 

of 28-30% of fats and pure chocolate with 32-34%.

The machine has a fridge to keep a constant 

temperature throughout the production; having 

an optimal temperature will preserve the 

organoleptic qualities of the final product.

The machine has a volumetric pump which allows 

the recycle of the product during the production. 

The recycle guarantees the homogeneity of the 

product. “Spere” allows you to get a refining of less 

than 20 micron.

Lead by its never-fading innovative spirit Bovo has set and reached a new goal: the creation of a super 

professional line. We care for practicality, details, entirely made in Italy components and our machines 

reliability.

—CHOCOLATE PASTE

—HAZELNUT PASTE

—PISTACHIO PASTE

—ALMOND PASTE

—CHOCOLATE AND HAZELNUT SPRED

—SOFT CHOCOLATE
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SPHERE



WHAT IS IT?

“Sphere” allows you to voice your 

fantasy and create unique products 

and it will lighten your job.

HOW IS IT MADE?

All parts which come into contact 

with food products (i.e. tank, balls, 

mixing shaft, pump and pipes) are 

in stainless steel.

We use only stainless steel suitable 

for food, which enhances the 

machine productive efficiency and 

makes it easier for you to clean and 

sanitize it.

HOW WILL IT HELP YOU?

• It will help you create new 
flavours which will surprise 
your costumers, as well as more 
professional products.

• The automatic temperature 
control guarantees an optimal 
product. Moreover, the critical 
temperature of some productions 
is never exceeded.

• In one hour of production, 
controlled by sensors inside the 
machine, you will get 20 kg of 
product, with a refining of less 
than 20 micron.
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QUALITY OF THE FINAL PRODUCT

An appropriate use of “Sphere” will give you a high-quality product, with a homogeneous flavour and the desired creaminess.

In order to guarantee the quality of the final product we use the best stainless steel on the market and equip our machine 

with sensors which help you preserving the product quality. We give you a 100% Made-in-Italy machine.

High made-in-Italy quality
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TECHNICAL data 
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Capacity It/h 20
Cycle length h 1
Condensation Air
Cooling gas R-452A
Supply V 400/50Hz/3
Power KW 4
Dimensions LxDxH mm 465x855x1100
Net weight kg 293

The technical data and images in this catalog are indicative only and commitment-free used.

The Company reserves the right to make any necessary changes without prior notice.
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Since 1946 we have been thinking 

of, designing and creating in a 

craftmanlike way machines for 

ice-cream shops, confectioners’ 

shops, small and middle-si¬ze food 

companies, complying with the 

requirements of the single professional 

or the single company.

Our wide range meets all your 

requirements and, should you be 

looking for more specific machines, 

our team will be able to realize 

customized ones, as far as functions or 

aesthetics are concerned, considering 

functional as well as ergonomics 

aspects.

We offer ourselves as sole 

interlocutor for all specific needs 

of the ice-cream makers and pastry 

chefs, a real one-stop-shop where 

to find everything that is needed to 

realize and renovate your laboratory. 

In our website, you will be able to find 

all the accessories and the original 

spare parts for your Bovo machines.


